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Abstract
This study is a descriptive content analysis of “smart learning” as defined and
conceptualized by Korean educational researchers from 2010 to 2018. The purpose
of research is to examine the smart learning literature for the core conceptual
elements that ran through the scholarly discourse of “smart learning” in South Korea;
to understand how the three elements of smart learning environment, pedagogy,
and learner, are represented in those definitions and elucidate some notable trends
in its conceptual development throughout the years.
We utilized Google Scholar, Korean Citation Index, and RISS to collect relevant
scholarly publications written in Korean and English text. We identified 37
publications that included either an explicitly stated definition of smart learning or
included a quality statement that clearly describes what constitutes smart learning.
We initially used an inductive coding technique and identified repeated keywords
among the definitions of “smart learning.” Later we applied the three elements of
smart learning to draw further interpretations.
Our data analysis generated five major themes: (1) Smart learning environments is a
dominating element in the discourse; (2) Enriched conceptual exploration of smart
learning pedagogies; (3) Dwindling interest in smart learners; (4) Conceptual
ambiguity lingers in the smart learning discourse; (5) Paths of discoursal
development vary across the three domains of smart learning. We conclude that our
findings offer an important insight to the Korean and international scholarly
discourse on the current dynamics of three essential elements of smart learning.
Keywords: Smart learning, Smart learning elements, South Korea, Smart learning
definition, Content analysis, Textual analysis, Smart learning environments, Smart
pedagogy, Smart learners

Introduction
Technological revolution is dramatically changing all sectors of society; education is
not an exception. The fast proliferation of smart devices, smart systems, and smart
technologies has facilitated new approaches for learners, learning technologies, learning processes, and learning strategies, creating an emerging research area called ‘smart
learning’ (Uskov et al. 2015). In some countries, smart learning has driven educational
reforms and innovation. For example, Singapore implemented the Intelligent Nation
(iN2015) master plan in 2006 (Hua 2012); Malaysia implemented a smart education
project and had its Malaysian Smart School Implementation Plan in 1997 (Ong 2006).
In 2011, South Korea (hereinafter referred to as “Korea”) implemented the smart
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learning strategy, envisioning “an intelligent, customized learning system for fostering
21st century skills” (MEST and KERIS 2011, p. 17).
South Korea is one of leading countries in the adoption of Information and Communications Technology (ICT), mobile devices, Internet connection speed, and infrastructure (Statista 2016). With Korea being at the forefront of broadband access, ICT, and
mobile technology, educational policies and programs are largely interrelated with
integrating technology (Gallagher 2016). The Korean Ministry of Education has
continuously contributed much attention and support towards the improvement of
ICT infrastructure in education to provide a high-quality educational environment
to students with abundant resources on teaching and learning. In fact, Korea is
known as one of the first few Asian countries where the central government initiated mart learning project, which was immediately followed by a series of enriched discussion among educational researchers in the country. According to Duran-Sanchez et al.
(2018), there are more scholars from Korea who write about smart learning than other
countries such as China, India, Canada, and the United States. The country presents a
unique context to explore the conceptual development of smart learning because for
them, smart learning is more than a scholarly concept; it is a concept well positioned
within a government policy or master plan for advancing technology-supported educational initiatives nationwide.
The International Association of Smart Learning Environments (IASLE) provides a
highly eclectic definition of smart learning as “an emerging area alongside other related
emerging areas such as smart technology, smart teaching, smart education,
smart-e-learning, smart classrooms, smart universities, smart society” (IASLE 2018,
para. 1). Some researchers claim smart learning is a new field of research (Hoel and
Mason 2018); others contest it is a new concept of learning (Hwang 2014; Kim et al.
2013); several point out that it is a new educational paradigm (Duran-Sanchez et al.
2018; Kim et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2014; Zhu et al. 2016); while some refer to it as a
phenomenon (Tikhomirov et al. 2015). Tikhomirov et al. (2015) describes smart learning as an ambiguous new trend with different interpretations, thus causing “conceptual
uncertainty” (p. 48) and making it difficult to understand its peculiarities. While new
generations of learners will require an education system that attends to developing
smarter learning environments and technologies, smarter pedagogies, and smarter
learners, researchers in the field have shown greatly varied perspectives and research
interests.
Despite several attempts made by researchers, there is no clear definition on the
concept of ‘smart learning’ (Duran-Sanchez et al. 2018; Kim et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013;
Lee et al. 2015; Sung 2015). The purpose of this study is to examine the concept of
‘smart learning’ in the Korean scholarly community from 2010 to 2018 and to elucidate
notable trends in its conceptual development. The following research questions are
posed:
1. To what extent are the three elements of smart learning--smart environment,
pedagogy, and learners--represented and described among Korean scholars?
2. How is smart learning conceptualized by Korean scholars?
3. What trends are present in South Korea’s scholarly discussion on smart learning
from 2010 to 2018?
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Globally, researchers use multiple terms, such as smart learning, smart education, and
smart learning environments, interchangeably. In this paper, we will utilize the term 'smart
learing', simply to avoid unnecessary redundancy and to ensure consistency throughout the
paper.

Literature Review
Smart learning un/defined

The conceptual uncertainty (Tikhomirov et al. 2015) of smart learning comes forth from
the varying perspectives researchers have taken to define smart learning. From our synthesis of the literature on smart learning definitions, we explain three perspectives.
In the first perspective, researchers define smart learning with emphasis on the
‘smarter technologies’ necessary to facilitate new pedagogies, ultimately, developing
better learners and producing higher learning outcomes. For example, Zhu and He
(2012) state that the essence of smart learning is “to create intelligent environments by
using smart technologies, so that smart pedagogies can be facilitated as to provide
personalized learning services and empower learners” (p. 6). Hwang (2014) explains
that smart learning systems can provide learning guidance, hints, supportive tools, or
learning suggestions just-in-time. Kwak (2010) defines smart learning as a learning
system that provides easy access to learning sources and enhances interaction among
learners and the instructor.
However, as a second perspective, researchers conceptualize smart learning with
greater emphasis is on developing a ‘smarter learner’, one who can integrate smart
learning environments into their learning and develop twenty-first century skill sets
such as critical thinking, communication, collaboration, and creativity (P21 2007).
MEST and KERIS (2011) defines smart learning as “an education system designed to
strengthen the capabilities of 21st century’s learners by offering an intelligent and
customized learning solution” (p. 12). Additionally, Duran-Sanchez et al. (2018)
describes “the objective of smart learning is to improve the learning quality and student
outcomes throughout the student’s educational process; it focuses on contextual, personalized and transparent learning capable of encouraging the emergence of students’
intelligence and facilitating their ability to solve problems in real environments;
students are provided with personalized education where they can learn flexibly, in any
place and at any time, and work collaboratively” (p. 2).
Kinshuk et al. (2016) applies a third perspective focusing on ‘smarter pedagogies,’
stating that smart learning goes beyond the technology; when learning environments
make effective use of advanced smart technologies, teaching methods and learning
strategies must adapt and change. In this light, some researchers define smart learning
emphasizing new pedagogies needed for learners to effectively integrate technology.
For example, Sung (2015) describes smart learning to be “a humanistic approach to
learning that offers hands-on and personalized opportunities to acquire information,
manage knowledge, interact, and collaborate with peers and instructors so that learners
can apply their knowledge and skills to solve problems and achieve goals in an authentic context” (p. 116). Noh et al. (2011) explain that smart learning is a human-centered
and self-directed learning method which provides convenient access to information for
learning, integrates learning activities with smart information and communication technology (ICT), and effectively supports interactions among learners, as well as between
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instructors and learners. Kinshuk et al. (2016) describe smart learning environments to
provide seamless, real-time, and ongoing evidence of change in student knowledge as
they navigate both formal and informal learning contexts.
While smart learning should not be limited to just one perspective being either smart technologies, smart learners, or smart pedagogy, definitions tend to emphasize one perspective
over the other. The scholarly research is quite mixed. Thus, several researchers have found
consensus that there is no clear definition on the concept of smart learning (Duran-Sanchez
et al. 2018; Jo et al. 2012; Kim et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015; Sung 2015).

Smart learning in Korea

South Korea has been in the top three for the fifth consecutive year as one of the most
prominent countries in the information technology sector, based on the Global ICT
Development Index from the International Telecommunication Union (ITU). As of
2017, the overall ICT performance of Korea has ranked second place worldwide with
high scores in three dimensions: the availability of ICT infrastructure (access), level of
ICT usage, and the capability to use ICTs (skills) (ITU 2017). In addition, OECD (2018)
reports that 99.5% of all households in Korea have access to the Internet. A survey conducted by Korea Internet & Security Agency (KISA) showed that in 2017, more than
83.9% of Korean children within age 3 to 9 kids are connected to the Internet; 99.7% of
Koreans at age 10 to 40 are connected to the Internet; and 98.7% of Koreans in their
50s are connected to the Internet. Approximately 90% of the population, starting at age
six, individually possesses smart devices such as smartphone, tablet, and wearable
device (KISA 2018). Koreans actively use the Internet not only in their daily lives such
as social networking, shopping, and banking, but also in the public and private sectors.
With a strong passion for high-quality education and superior access to advanced,
connected technologies, Korea has gained a significant attention from the international
community for emerging educational trends in a highly connected society. In 2011, the
Ministry of Education, Science & Technology (MEST) in Korea launched SMART education as a paradigm shift to foster learners’ capacities for twenty-first century by integrating
various ICT into teaching and learning practices (MEST and KERIS 2011). MEST (2011)
defined “SMART” as Self-directed, Motivated, Adaptive, Resource-enriched, and
Technology-embedded learning methods. The smart learning initiative intended to reform
the agenda of schools and educational policies. The reform was due to anticipated changes
in the role of teachers and students, the advancement of teaching-learning methods amidst
emerging educational environments, and the individualization and customization of
learning to fit the various levels of learning need (MEST and KERIS 2011).
MEST and KERIS’ (2011) definition of smart learning as five characteristics did not
provide educators with details on how to implement it. The earlier concept of smart
learning was proposed by Kwak (2010), which emphasized the individual learner over
the technology and proposed that learning through such a technological infrastructure
should be according to the learning needs of the individual (Gallagher 2016; Kim et al.
2013). Other researchers defined additional characteristics of smart learning to include
self-directed, real-time, and personalized learning (Kim 2010, as cited in Sung 2015,
p. 117). Jang (2010) defined smart learning to be learner-centered, collaborative, flexible,
interactive, self-directed and realistic (as cited in Sung 2015, p. 116).
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Other definitions of smart learning traces back to how the concept emerged amidst
similar terminologies like e-learning, m-learning, and u-learning. Noh (2011) claims
that the concept of smart learning emerged as a response to the limitations of
e-learning, as well as, a result of changes brought about by the advancement of smart
devices and technologies. It is an “evolved form of e-learning that included smarter
educational environments” generally making use of smart phones to enhance the effectiveness of education based on new learning methods (i.e., participation, sharing,
and customization), new pedagogies, smarter content, and smart devices (Jo et al.
2012). While Korean scholars have attempted to define and describe smart learning
and its characteristics, no clear definition of smart learning exists to date (Jo et al. 2012;
Kim et al. 2011; Lee et al. 2013; Lee et al. 2015; Sung 2015).

Theoretical Framework: Conceptual Elements of Smart Learning
This study is grounded in Zhu et al.’s model of smart learning (2016) featuring three elements essential to smart learning: (1) smart learning environments, (2) smart pedagogies,
and (3) smart learners. This model places the learner at the center of the framework and
highlights that smart pedagogies and smart environments must support the development
of smart learners. Zhu et al.’s framework has provided an analytic scheme for our initial
content analysis and served as a ground for drawing more in-depth comparisons across
the three categories. The following literature section is also structured according to the
three essential elements of smart learning; each element is explained with a detailed and
critical synthesis of existing literature on smart learning.

Smart learning environments

Zhu et al.’s framework (2016) emphasizes the supporting role that a technology-rich environment plays in supporting effective, efficient, and meaningful learning for learners. The
authors describe such an environment to be learner-centric, a personalized and adaptive
learning service, with interactive and collaborative tools, context-aware, and with ubiquitous access. While this element takes a supporting role for smart learners in Zhu et al.’s
model, there is little doubt that emergence of smart environments with smart technologies
has been the driving force for most smart learning initiatives around the globe.
Making learning systems smarter has been on the agenda of researchers since the
1980s (Hwang 2014). The concept of smart learning sprung from online learning concepts of e-learning, m-learning, and u-learning (Kim 2012; Kim et al. 2013; Lee and
Son 2013; Lim 2012; Zhu et al. 2016). E-learning is electronically supported learning
that uses information and communication technologies (ICT) to enable radio and
broadcasting technology, computer-based instruction (CBI) or web-based learning
(Kim et al. 2013; Lee and Son 2013; Lim 2012). Mobile learning (m-Learning) was
driven by the advancement of easy-to-use mobile devices and wireless networks
(Kim et al. 2013). It improved e-learning by adding flexibility in learning time,
location, and cost, as well as, mobility of the learner, which was not supported in
traditional educational modes (Kim et al. 2013; Hwang 2014).
Ubiquitous or u-learning is a more high-tech learning environment that allows learning
in real-time and real-world locations, within the context of the learner, utilizing advanced
technologies like mobile devices (e.g., smartphones and tablet computers), wireless
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communication networks, sensing technologies (e.g., RFID, GPS and QR codes), augmented and virtual reality, and speech recognition technologies. Sensing technologies are
key to achieve context-aware ubiquitous learning (Hwang et al. 2008). U-learning helps
achieve the “4As” (anytime, anywhere, anything, and any place learning) (Liu et al. 2017)
where learning can take place without the limitations of time, location, or environments.
Hwang (2014) explains that u-learning environments differs from smart learning environments in that smart learning environments enables learners to access digital resources
and interact with learning systems in any place and time, but also provides learning
guidance, hints, supportive tools, or learning suggestions just-in-time and in the right
form, similar to a “wise-friend.” Similarly, Kinshuk et al. (2016) describes them as
self-directed guided systems to help learners in their learning goals. Smart learning
systems are promising in that it can guide learners to do the right thing in the
right way at the right time and the right place, based on their real-world personal
needs (Hwang 2014). More advanced learning environments include adaptive, intelligent
tutoring systems, and ambient intelligent environments.
Smart learning environments aim to “promote better and faster learning” (Koper 2014,
p. 1). They provide access to a wide range of resources and content, are context-aware
(real-world, real-time sensing) in formal and informal settings, offers instant, adaptive,
and personalized learning guidance (e.g., content, curriculum, strategy, support, feedback,
hints), and adapts user interfaces and content via ubiquitous computing systems
based on learner’s needs (i.e., learner profiles, learning performance, learning behaviors) (Hwang 2014; Kinshuk et al. 2016; Koper 2014; Raghunath et al. 2018).
Smart learning technologies have several technology requirements to be successful
such as learning management systems (Tikhomirov et al. 2015), high quality and usable
smart devices (Yang et al. 2008), network infrastructure and sensors, cloud infrastructure (Raghunath et al. 2018), devices and data security (Gordon 2015), big data, historical datasets, and learning analytics (Kinshuk et al. 2016).
Researchers have defined that smart learning environments should have the following
system features: mobility, context-awareness (i.e., location awareness, situation awareness, social awareness), adaptability, seamlessness, pervasiveness, integrity, interactivity,
interoperability, and engagement (Klimova and Simonova 2015; Tikhomirov et al. 2015;
Yang et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2016). Kinshuk et al. (2016) explains that context-aware
learning systems provide learners with authentic learning contexts and seamless learning experiences. These systems would assist teachers and instructors in direct monitoring of the learning environment, understand learners’ conditions and give learners
real-time adaptive assistance, while at the same time facilitating independent learning
for the learners (Hwang 2014). Going beyond requirements and features, Derzko
(2006) has developed “smartness maturity levels” to classify different smart learning
systems; listed from least smart to more smart, systems should be able to adapt, sense,
infer, learn, anticipate, and self-organize.

Smart pedagogies

Compared to m-learning or u-learning, which focus on the devices or Internet technologies,
smart learning strongly emphasizes the pedagogy needed when integrating technology. Student feedback in Swallow (2015) highlights that current teaching methods lack innovation
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with respect to technology, and that it is necessary to define twenty-first century teaching
methods that align to emerging technology and learning systems. In order to provide
learners with a learning environment that makes effective use of technological advances,
teaching methods and learning strategies also require changes (Kinshuk et al. 2016).
Hwang (2014) notes that smart learning raises new pedagogical issues on technology
integration, learning and assessment strategies, learning performance evaluation, and
learning behavior and pattern analysis. Liu et al. (2017) and MEST and KERIS (2011)
also emphasize the need to keep learners motivated, interested, and engaged in their
learning process.
Zhu et al.’s framework (2016) suggests the use of deliberate instructional strategies to
foster critical thinking and learning skills. The authors make the point that such
high-level skills cannot be taught independently and must be taught within the context of
where the learner is situated. Zhu et al. (2016) summarized four instructional strategies
according to the number of persons involved in the learning activity: class-based differentiated instruction, group-based collaborative learning, individual-based personalized learning, and mass-based generative learning. Liu et al.’s framework (2017) on smart learning
emphasizes that smart learning environments encompass rethinking pedagogical aspects
such as learning goals, tasks, methods and strategies, media, resources, time and space of
learning, feedback, learning communities, assessment, and support structures.
Smart learning promotes that curriculum must be redefined to promote deeper, challenging, motivating learning tasks, moving away from content mastery towards authentic,
situated, real-world application. Educational programs should be individualized, flexible,
and customized, creating a unique trajectory for each student (Tikhomirov et al. 2015).
However, such tasks must be guided by specific and precise success criteria to help the
student, the teacher, and the learning system know how well goals are being met, and to
allow for appropriate formative and summative feedback. This implies there is a need to
move beyond traditional forms of assessment, towards e-assessments, adaptive testing,
and feedback methods that are personalized, automated, real-time, evidenced-based, and
data-driven. Students can benefit from learning systems that can assess, monitor, and
track their learning progress and provide guidance (i.e., feedback, hints) towards achieving
their learning goals (Hwang 2014; Liu et al. 2017). For example, a study by Uzelac et al.
(2015) used sensors to measure different aspects of the classroom environment
(temperature, humidity and carbon dioxide levels) through sensors and attempted to link
these factors to student focus. The lecturer wore a headset to collect data on the lecturer’s
voice and a microphone on a smartphone collected data on the overall noise level in the
room. While the results of this study were preliminary, it showed that with sensors, strong
analytical programs, and cloud storage, a “smart” classroom could exist that collects, analyzes, and packages data for teachers to use and improve the way they conduct instruction
(Horowitz 2015).
Smart learning encourages high-level use of technology, utilizing it as a mindtool
(Jonassen et al. 1998), or intellectual partner (Gros 2016) for collaboration, communication, and creation activities. Smart technologies must enable and accelerate social
learning relationships between teachers and students, student with other students, and
students with external learning partners such as mentors or tutors (Gros 2016). Such
will provide students “multi-channel communication and intelligent learning support”
(Liu et al. 2017, p. 34).
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Technology integration in smart learning environments is strongly centered on the
use of mobile devices for seamless learning. The pedagogy of bring-your-own-device
(BYOD) has gained interest in primary schools and higher education. Ng (2015)
highlights an important aspect focused on the teacher and how they use smart phones
as a pedagogical tool:
“Mobile devices blur the boundaries between formal (i.e. planned, structured,
school-based and facilitated) and informal (unplanned, opportunistic, non-facilitated,
out-of-school, interest / learner driven) learning, enabling continuity in learning
between contexts; it is through the ability to use devices across contexts that
seamless learning spaces are created.” (Ng 2015, p. 8).
Mobile devices bring about new opportunities in the classroom such as: 1) increased
visualization for students; 2) enhanced student presentation, discussion and focus; 3)
efficient use of time-in-class; 4) increased student-student, student-teacher,
student-technology, teacher-technology interaction, 5) relevant, up-to-date learning,
and 6) the transfer of learning towards and outside of the classroom. If a smart learning
environment is seamless, it supports all kinds of formal learning (learning within the
school curriculum) and informal learning activities (i.e., social media, the Internet,
MOOCs, game-based learning, etc.) to make learning easy, engaging, and effective
(Duran-Sanchez et al. 2018; Liu et al. 2017). Seamless learning can be forged with the
use of mobile and web apps in the classroom. Parmar (2016) points out that the role of
the teacher in seamless learning does not fade away, but rather just becomes even more
essential in the teaching learning process. However, there is strong emphasis on
student-centered, self-directed learning where the student becomes his or her own
teacher at some point. Seamless communication through digital channels allows the
teacher and student to quite nicely become co-learners.
BYOD brings educational benefits if they are utilized in the learning environment
with clear educational goals such (1) collaboration (i.e. peer assessment, peer-editing,
brainstorming, shared notes, collaborative bookmarking, collaborative reading, class
voting); (2) communication (i.e. posting comments, voice-calls, back-channeling, translation, sending reminders); and (3) creation (i.e. collaborative writing / blogging,
mini-presentations, playlists, how-to guides) (Hardison 2013; Zhu et al. 2011). Mobile
or web apps also allow activities for students to acquire information, make meaning,
and promote knowledge transfer (Gikas and Grant 2013). Smart technology is instrumental in supporting seamless flipped classroom practice both inside and outside the
classroom (Chiou et al. 2015).
Smart learners

Zhu et al.’s framework puts the student at the heart of smart learning and depicts that the
goal of smart education is to foster a twenty-first century student with four levels of
abilities: basic knowledge and core skills, comprehensive abilities, personalized expertise,
and collective intelligence that will meet the needs of the work and life in the twenty-first
century (2016). Similar discussions around smart learning and smart learning environments emphasize the need to develop smarter learners who can develop twenty-first
century knowledge and skills to adapt to technological changes, meet the demands of the
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complex and diverse workplaces, and be successful to live, learn, and work in the digital
age (Metiri Group and NCREL 2003).
The Korean government policy on smart learning explicitly states that smart education
initiatives are expected to focus the education system to develop skills of twenty-first
century learners, particularly the 7Cs of: critical thinking, problem solving, creativity and
innovation, collaboration and leadership, cross-cultural understanding, communication,
ICT literacy, and career and life skills (MEST and KERIS 2011). Many of these skills
overlap with the overall vision of the partnership for twenty-first century (P21 2007)
framework which proposes that students master: learning and innovation skills or
the 4Cs (i.e., critical thinking, communication, collaboration, creativity); information,
media, and technology skills; and life and career skills (i.e., flexibility & adaptability,
initiative & self-direction, social & cross-cultural skills, productivity & accountability,
leadership & responsibility).
Researchers around the world have presented similar trends that students should develop
personalization, collaboration, communication, informal learning, productivity, and content
creation skills (McLoughlin and Lee 2008; Redecker and Punie 2013). Tikhomirov et al.
(2015) suggest that students must develop cognitive skills (i.e., self-organization, logical and
analytical thinking, systems thinking, and critical thinking) and smart life skills (i.e., social
skills, creativity, flexibility, and leadership). Similarly, Nerantzi and Beckingham (2014) identified the 5Cs of communicating, connecting, collaborating, creating, and curating to allow
learners to engage in more complex teaching and learning activities with smart devices.
The smart era in South Korea peaked in 2012 with the establishment of a prototype
Smart School in the city of Sejong (Hyun 2015), where students are experiencing
high-tech learning experience, most of which students around the world can only
dream of. At Sejong, all students have tablets with full wireless network and Internet
coverage; there is automatic checking of attendance using an e-identification card;
lectures from teachers are synchronized with students’ tablets; students can review
class material freely after school with their tablet and PC; notes on whiteboards are
recorded for easy review; security systems check students’ location; and teachers can
check security status by area of the school (Lee n.d.). In such learning environments,
learners must be self-directed, motivated to study, and responsible for their own work.
With smart learning environments, they should be capable of accessing information,
monitoring their learning progress, and seamlessly integrating technology into their
study habits and day-to-day activities.

Methodology
Research design

This research employed a content analysis (Hsieh and Shannon 2005), a textual analysis
method frequently used in social research to systematically reduce textual information
and draw interpretations. In this study, we adopted the Smart Education framework of
Zhu et al. (2016) presenting three key dimensions--smart learning environments, smart
pedagogies, and smart learners, and utilized them as three predetermined theoretical
categories. Our first analytic goal was to identify core conceptual elements that ran
through the scholarly discourse of “smart learning” in South Korea and examine them
in the light of Zhu et al.’s smart education theoretical framework. Further analysis
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aimed to illuminate notable patterns and dynamics in the smart learning discussion
from 2010 to 2018, including the impact of government policy documents on the overall discoursal development.

Data sources and data collection

In content analysis, constructing a high quality, valid data set is pivotal to yielding accurate and meaningful interpretations in its analytic outcomes. The research team utilized three different methods to locate relevant scholarly publications that were most
likely to include an explicit definition and/or thorough descriptions of “smart education/smart learning” by Korean scholars. We used Google Scholar to conduct the
search for smart learning definitions. Keywords used for the search included “smart
learning,” “smart education,” and “Korea/South Korea.” Secondly, we conducted a literature search through Korean Citation Index (KCI), a premier academic search engine
in South Korea, using exactly the same keywords (smart education, smart learning,
Korea/South Korea). Both search engines listed results based on “relevance.” A total of
212 resources were analyzed for the definition/description of “smart learning.”
We established a clear set of criteria to determine the inclusion or exclusion of each
source and the definition or description of “smart learning” presented. In order for a
publication to be included in our database, the following criteria had to be met:
(1) The publication was through a publicly acknowledged outlet (journal articles, book
chapters, conference papers or presentations, or official government reports).
(2) The publication was released between 2010 and 2018.
(3) The publication was written by Korean scholars in either English or Korean text.
(4) The publication presented one or more definitions or descriptions of smart learning.
(5) The definition or definition-like description had to be explicitly stated using
phrases such as “smart education is…,” “defined as…,” “characterized by…,”
“constitutes…,” “emphasizes…,” or “is conceptualized as…”.
Not surprisingly, almost all publications in our database listed the definitions/descriptions of “smart learning” in their Introduction or Literature Review section. We identified 37 sources in total from 2010 to 2018, majority of which were within 2011 to 2014
(Table 1), comprising journal articles, book chapters, conference papers or presentations, or official government reports included multiple definitions, each citing other
prior publications/authors (Table 2).
We made significant effort to locate the cited primary source in multiple ways (e.g., a
web search, other academic search engines, personal contact with the professional
society/conference organizers and individual researchers) and replaced the secondary
source with the primary source whenever available. If the primary source was not
available, the definition (with an indirect citation reference) presented in the secondary
source was classified as a secondary/rephrased definition. In some cases, we found that
authors had significantly modified or revised the original definition while still citing the
primary source. We classified these heavily modified/revised definitions as “modified/
revised definitions” and included them with the names of the secondary source
author(s) followed by the primary source author(s).
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Table 1 Number of sources listed by year
Year

Frequency

2010

1

2011

10

2012

7

2013

6

2014

6

2015

3

2016

3

2017

0

2018

1

Total

37

Tables 3 and 4 below show the number of primary and secondary sources in English
and Korean as well as the number of primary source definitions and secondary modified revised and rephrased definitions. Among the total of 62 definitions, primary
source definitions were 35 including 11 in English 24 in Korean; secondary modified/
revised or rephrased definitions were 27 with only two obtained from a Korean source.

Data analysis

Our database includes textual data in two different languages (English and Korean) inevitably posing a risk of mistranslation and cross-cultural misinterpretation. This is a
common challenge in research conducted in cross-national, multilingual research
contexts. While there is no panacea to this challenge, we addressed this challenge by (a)
establishing a team of three researchers, each highly qualified to complete and collaborate
on their assigned tasks, (b) setting up clear guidelines for key decisions, and (c) making a
transparent decision based on the entire team’s consensus. The first author and lead investigator established a set of guidelines to create the database while regularly consulting
with a qualitative research expert (the third author). A bilingual Korean graduate student
majoring in Teaching English as Second Language conducted a Korean literature search
and completed the initial translation of Korean definitions/descriptions of “smart
learning.” The third author, a Korean transnational faculty, performed an expert review of
the graduate student’s translation work and checked each pair of Korean definitions and
English translations to ensure consistency in terminology and expression across all 62
translated definitions/descriptions of smart learning. Once the quality of translation was
confirmed, all definitions/descriptions were added to the database for coding.
The research team used a mixture of deductive and inductive coding techniques to
analyze the 62 definitions of “smart learning.” First, two members on the research team
(the first and second authors) read each definition/description and identified a meaningful keyword (inductive coding) while determining if the keyword was about smart
learning environment, pedagogy, or learner (deductive coding) according to Zhu et al.’s
Smart Education framework. Each definition/description included multiple keywords.
Each keyword was carefully examined by the two coders before being placed in one of
the three given categories. The list of keywords/codes were repeatedly expanded and
revised throughout the coding process in order to accommodate new keywords derived
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Table 2 Data sources listed by type, author, and frequency
Source

Author

Frequency

Journals
Asian Journal of Information Technology

Koo (2012)

1

INFORMATION

Lee et al. (2015)

1

International Journal of Smart Home

Lee et al. (2013)

International Journal of Software Engineering and Its Applications Lee and Son (2013)

1
1

International Journal of u- and e-Service, Science and Technology Jang (2014)

1

Journal of Digital Convergence (디지털융복합연구)

Kang (2011)
Noh et al. (2011)
Lee and Lee (2012)
Pyo et al. (2016)

4

Journal of Fisheries and Marine Sciences Education
(수산해양교육연구)

Han et al. (2014)

1

Journal of Internet Computing and Services
(인터넷정보학회논문지)

Kim (2014)

1

Journal of Korean Association for Educational
Information and Media (교육정보미디어연구)

Leem and Kim (2013)
Leem, Lim, & Sung (2014)

3

Journal of Korean Library and Information
Science Society (한국도서관 정보 학회지)

Lee, S.-G. (2013)

1

Journal of Lifelong Learning Society (평생학습사회)

Bang (2012)
Kwon and Bhang (2012)

2

Journal of Korea Academia-Industrial Cooperation Society
(한국산학기술학회논문지)

Cho (2018)

1

Journal of the Korea Society Industrial Information System
(한국산업정보학회논문지)

Shin and Kim (2011)

1

Journal of Korean Society for Internet Information
(인터넷정보학회논문지)

Meeyong Kim and Bae (2012) 1

Korea Information Processing Society Review
(정보처리학회지)

Lee (2013)

1

Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences

Sung (2015)

1

The Journal of Korean Association of Computer Education
(컴퓨터교육학회 논문지)

Lim (2011)

1

The Journal of Special Children Education
(특수아동교육연구)

Roh and Woo (2016)

1

The Journal of the Korea Contents Association
(한국콘텐츠학회 논문지)

Lee and Jin (2014)

1

The Korean Journal of Educational Methodology Studies
(교육방법연구)

Kang et al. (2012)

1

The Korean Journal of the Learning Sciences
(학습과학연구)

Hwang et al. (2011)

1

Information Technology and Management

Jo, Park, Ji, Yang,
& Lim (2016)

1

Wireless Personal Communications

Jo, Park, Lee, & Lim (2014)

1

Education Information Wednesday Forum

Jang (2010)
Noh (2011)

2

Free and Open Source Software Conference

Kwon, Kim, Ryu, Kang,
Park, & Joo (2013)

1

International e-Learning Conference

Hwang (2011)

1

Book Chapters

Conference Proceedings / Forum Presentation
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Table 2 Data sources listed by type, author, and frequency (Continued)
Source

Author

Frequency

Reports
Korea Education and Research Information Service (KERIS)

KERIS (2011)

1

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST)

MEST (2011)

1

Ministry of Education, Science and Technology (MEST)
and Korea Education and Research Information Service (KERIS)

MEST and KERIS
(2011, 2012)

2

Total

37

from the definitions added to the data set later. The research team also merged some
keywords/codes when they found it reasonable or even necessary.
At the end of this collaborative coding process, a total of 29 keywords were identified,
where 11 keywords addressed smart learning environments, 9 keywords related to
smart pedagogy, and 7 keywords associated with smart learners. Throughout the coding
process, the two coders regularly met and discussed codebook development, consulted
with the third author/qualitative methodologist, and exchanged questions so that they
consistently applied any new or revised codes to all definitions. This first round of data
analysis illuminated the overall landscape of conceptual ideas on smart learning and
their total frequency over the 8 years of discussion.
The second stage of analysis further examined the chronological trend across the three
domains of smart learning (learning environments, pedagogies, and learners), and compared and contrasted their discoursal dynamics over the given period. Special attention
was given to four government policy documents (i.e. KERIS 2011; MEST 2011; MEST and
KERIS 2011; MEST and KERIS 2012) and their release time in order to trace their impact
on subsequent definitions of smart learning found in later publications. Once the conceptual breadth and frequency of keywords/codes and their chronological development patterns were all identified, the research team carefully reviewed the entire patterns and drew
five major themes in order to address three research questions posed in the Introduction.

Results
Data analysis generated five major themes:
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

Smart learning environments is a dominating element in the discourse
Enriched conceptual exploration of smart learning pedagogies
Dwindling interest in smart learners
Conceptual ambiguity lingers in the smart learning discourse
Paths of discoursal development vary across the three domains of smart learning

Table 3 Classification of data sources by primary and secondary source
Primary Sources in English Text

10

Primary Sources in Korean Text

23

Secondary Sources in English Text

3 (5)a

Secondary Sources in Korean Text

1

Total

37

a

Five sources included both the authors’ own definition (primary source) and other scholars’ definitions of smart learning
(secondary source). These five sources were counted twice, once as a primary source and second as a secondary source.
The total is the simple number of sources without double counting
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Table 4 Number of primary and secondary/modified definitions analyzed
Primary Definitions in English Text

11

Primary Definitions Korean Text

24

Secondary/Modified or Rephrased Definitions in English Text

25

Secondary/Modified or Rephrased Definitions Korean Text

2

Total

62

The first, second, and third themes address the first research question; the fourth
theme addresses the second research question; and the fifth theme address the third
research question.
Smart learning environments is a dominating element in the discourse

All three elements of smart learning were present in the 62 definitions of smart learning published between 2010 to 2018 by Korean scholars. Figure 1 shows the breakdown
of the keywords that were coded for each element, based Zhu et al.’s (2016) smart
learning framework. Our analysis shows that smart learning environment was the dominating element, with a total of 11 unique keywords coded; these were cited 134 times
in the definitions. This frequency far exceeded those of smart pedagogies (9 unique
keywords & 94 citations in total) or smart learner keywords (7 unique keywords & 46
citations in total).
Further analysis on the large number of smart learning environment codes yielded
two mutually exclusive categories: (1) keywords describing the technology requirements
for smart learning environments; and (2) keywords describing the system features of
smart learning environments.

Technology requirements for smart learning environments

Two keywords describe the technology requirements for smart learning: smart technologies and social networks. A large number of Korean scholars’ definitions (43 out of
62) mention the use of either a type of technology or device for smart learning. In fact,
several scholars (e.g., Han et al. 2014; Kang 2011; Noh 2011) used the term “smart
infra” in their definitions. Noh (2011) identified the need for cloud computing, networks, servers, smart devices, and embedded devices. Many other scholars mentioned
the need for smartphones, mobile devices, tablets, advanced ICT, Internet, and wireless
networks. All of these codes addressed the technology requirements needed for smart
learning and were the most frequently cited keywords. The second keyword, social
network, was also a technology requirement, yet we coded the use of social networks
separately from the rest because several Korean scholars’ definitions (KERIS 2011;
Lee et al. 2013; Park 2011, as cited in Sung 2015) explicitly stated the use of social
networks apart from a type of technology or device.
System features of smart learning environments

Nine of the eleven keywords coded to describe smart learning environments reflect technical features of a learning system. The nine keywords are: adaptive/customized (i.e., personalized, individualized, flexible, elastic), intelligent, ubiquitous (i.e., real-time, sensing),
technology-embedded (i.e., integrated, convergent), having easy/convenient access,
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Fig. 1 Keyword breakdown by smart learning element

immersive (i.e., virtual, sense of reality), optimized, compatible, and mobility. Intelligent
(cited 25 times) and adaptive/customized (cited 28 times) were the most frequently cited
features. While no single definition included all nine features of smart learning system,
most definitions stated at least two or more characteristics. This means that smart
technology requirements, along with system features, was a focal point in Korean
scholars’ discussion.

Enriched conceptual exploration of smart learning pedagogies

Our analysis revealed nine keywords on smart pedagogies, cited 94 times across the 62
definitions (Fig. 1). Most keywords coded (7 out of 9) described a learning method such
as: collaborative learning (i.e., cooperative learning, social learning, participation,
collective intelligence), interactivity, learner-centeredness (i.e., learner-instructor interaction, learner-learner interaction, two-way communication), seamless learning
(i.e., formal and informal settings, inside and outside the classroom), individualized/customized learning, inclusive learning (i.e., considers learner needs, styles,
abilities, level, and aptitude), and real-world/authentic learning. However, learning
methods were not the only concept described. Two other keywords surfaced the
need for resource-enriched content (i.e., new forms of content, open and shared
resources) and modified assessments.
Although this element had fewer keywords coded compared to smart learning environments, it presented a richer conceptual discourse than the other two elements. In
fact, when coding, we aggregated a larger number of sub-codes for the smart pedagogies element compared to smart learning environments or smart learners. The
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statements in the definitions that described smart learning environments were shorter
and clearer compared to the longer, murkier statements describing smart pedagogies.
The wide range of instructional/learning methods discussed among scholars imply
that smart learning pedagogy does not promote a one-size-fits-all cookie-cutter approach. Rather it shows that Korean scholars engaged in rich conceptual exploration in
order to identify appropriate pedagogical approaches for smart learning.

Dwindling interest in smart learners

While smart learning environments was clearly the dominating element in the smart
learning discourse, it is also noteworthy that Korean scholars’ early publications included a strong presence of the two other elements: smart pedagogies and smart
learners in the beginning. From 2010 to 2011, there was a rather balanced distribution
of the number of keywords emerging across the three smart learning elements (Fig. 2).
Each element had a wide range of keywords represented, which attempted to form an
early concept of smart learning. This, however, did not last long. By 2012, the concept
of smart learning environments continued to expand with additional keywords, while
the other two elements began to condense into fewer keywords.
Several early scholars (e.g., Kang 2011; Kwak 2010; Kwon and Bhang 2012; Lee 2010)
of smart learning in Korea put emphasis on the learner. Kwak (as cited in Sung 2015,
p. 116), for example, defined smart learning as an “intelligent and adaptive learning that
considers many learning types and abilities and enables learners to foster thinking,
communication, and problem-solving skills using various smart devices.” However,
keywords associated to smart learners plummeted by 2013, was no longer in the
discourse by 2014, and trailed along with slight visibility by 2018. The only keyword
that withstood the time span of 2010 to 2018 was ‘self-directed.’ While the government
policies for smart learning (MEST and KERIS 2011, 2012) aimed to develop twenty-first
century learners with the 7Cs, only critical thinking, problem solving, creativity, leadership, collaboration, communication, and use of ICT were cited among Korean definitions. Other skills such as innovation, cross-cultural understanding, and career and life
skills were not present. The low representation of smart learner keywords across the

Fig. 2 Keyword frequency of smart learning elements from 2010 to 2018
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years is surprising because the smart learning initiative in Korea began with the learner
in mind.

Conceptual ambiguity lingers in the smart learning discourse

In the literature section, we summarized that smart learning definitions vary in three
perspectives, with the emphasis either being on technology, learners, or pedagogy.
These varying perspectives are evidence of the conceptual ambiguity present in the
global discourse of smart learning. Our analysis of the 62 definitions revealed that
Korean scholars’ discourse on smart learning shares similar patterns of such conceptual
ambiguity for all three perspectives.
First, we observed that scholars were varied in their concept of smart learning technologies, defining it as either a ‘learning system/environment’ or a ‘learning support
system/service’ (Fig. 3). More scholars (23 out of 62 definitions) defined smart learning
in the perspective of a ‘learning system/environment.’ For example, Lee and Lee (2012)
defined smart learning as “a customized intelligent learning system to strengthen
learner’s competency in the 21st century, which is to transform educational systems
such as educational environment, educational contents, instructional methods, and
assessment” (p. 148). We coded ‘learning support system/service’ separately because we
believe the use of the keyword ‘support’ or ‘service’ presents a different concept,
particularly in the scope and extent of how much a user (in this case, the learner) is
expected to interact with the learning system. Support systems or services are often
needs-based and regarded as optional or on-demand. Wang and Ng (2012) system
criteria describe learner support as a feature where “learners can get adaptive learning
assistance and guidance in the whole learning process, including FAQs, courseware
usage, tips for learning, and access to experts’ answers” (p. 156). While these two codes
present some ambiguity in how the technology is conceptualized, the higher frequency
of these codes imply that smart learning definitions still place a larger emphasis on the
technology compared to pedagogy and learners.
Secondly, several Korean scholars were varied in their concept of smart pedagogy,
explicitly defining smart learning as either a ‘learning paradigm’ or ‘learning method.’
We note that these two codes conceptually differ. Smart learning defined as a learning
paradigm positions it as a learning theory for understanding how people learn, similar
to behaviorism, cognitivism, constructivism, and connectivism. Under the umbrella of
pedagogy, a paradigm is broader than a learning method, which in turn refers to specific ways of facilitating learning (Reigeluth 1999, preface). Several scholars described
the smart learning method as a “smart way” (Kang 2011; Noh 2011) in their definitions.
For example, Noh’s (2011) definition states that “a smart way means customized, intelligent, convergent, social learning, and collective intelligence” (p. 23).

Fig. 3 Varying concepts of smart learning environments and pedagogy
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Third, conceptual ambiguity is also found in Korean scholar’s discussion on smart
learners. Our analysis surfaced seven keywords on smart learners, all of which reflect
the soft skills expected in the twenty-first century. However, a few scholars went
beyond citing twenty-first century skills and enacted five new codes that describe a
broader concept--the smart learning experience (Fig. 4). For example, Kwak (as cited in
Lee et al. 2013) brought up the idea of making smart learning exciting and engaging,
which considers the emotions and feelings of smart learners. In fact, Kwak (2010) was
one of the earliest scholars contributing to the Korean smart learning discourse, but his
ideas and definition did not proliferate. Two new concepts were also proposed by
Kwon and Bhang (2012) who defined smart learning as an endeavor to enhance the
effectiveness and efficiency of learning. Kwak (2010) and Kwon and Bhang (2012) align
to the ideas proposed by Merrill (2012) who described smart learning environments to
be effective, efficient, and engaging. Furthermore, KERIS’ (as cited in Koo, 2012) defines
smart learning as “a learning method which the learner develops self-initiated and
creative learning capability while he/she utilizes smart devices and social networks to
examine his/her needs and establish a learning process to achieve optimal results”
(p. 161). KERIS’ definition is one example which brings up additional considerations on
the learner such as their actions, learning process, achievement, and outcomes.
The varying perspectives of technology, pedagogy, and learners seen in smart learning
definitions confirm that there is conceptual ambiguity and uncertainty in how smart
learning is understood and interpreted by Korean scholars. This problem is not a
unique phenomenon in the Korean context, yet it is still noteworthy that such conceptual ambiguity was not readily resolved even with the leadership of the central government’s smart learning initiative and policy statements.

Paths of discoursal development vary across the three domains of smart learning

Our chronological analysis (Fig. 5a, b, c) revealed that the three elements of smart
learning took a different path in their conceptual development over the years.

Smart learning environments discourse

Overall, Korean scholars’ discourse on smart learning environments showed both
conceptual diversity and a clear saturation process from 2010 to 2018. Their discourse
included a wide variety of technology requirements and system features necessary for
smart learning. Figure 5a, showing the eleven keywords’ lifespan testifies to the
long-lasting discoursal dynamics and conceptual consistency in the smart learning
environment discourse. Most importantly, the discussion on smart learning environments exhibited conceptual convergence towards 2016 as evidenced in the

Fig. 4 Varying concepts of smart learning experience
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Fig. 5 a Smart learning environments: Keyword lifespan from 2010 to 2018. b Smart pedagogies: Keyword
lifespan from 2010 to 2018. c Smart learners: Keyword lifespan from 2010 to 2018

saturated list of key-terms repeatedly appearing in publications. Starting from
2014, most scholars defined smart learning environments using following five
keywords: smart technology, adaptive/customized, intelligent, real-time/ubiquitous, technology-embedded, and social networks.
The impact of government policy documents was most visible in this domain.
The two keywords (adaptive and technology-embedded) appearing in the government acronym SMART influenced the discourse, particularly during the years such
policies were published; though only the ‘adaptive’ keyword was consistently used in
the discourse until 2017; the ‘technology-embedded’ keyword gradually decreased
over time. This was partly because several other new keywords (e.g., mobility, intelligent) were introduced in the narratives of government policy documents (MEST
2011; MEST and KERIS 2011, 2012) and scholars (combine) had more choices in
selecting smart environment-related terms from different parts of these documents.
Overall, the use of the keywords from government policy documents was a common
practice in the subsequent few years; early scholars of smart learning from 2010
were also seen to have strong influence throughout the discourse until 2016.

Smart pedagogies discourse

Korean scholars introduced and employed different ideas for smart pedagogy and vigorously engaged in a rich conceptual exploration throughout the years. Keywords related
to smart pedagogy were saturated into nine broad instructional methods as codes, most
having several sub-codes. The presence of many sub-codes indicates that smart learning scholars exhibited their conceptual creativity in defining instructional methods that
they believed well-aligned with newly emerging learning paradigms such as constructivism and connectivism. The discourse on smart learning pedagogy was quite consistent
from 2010 to 2012, then began to conceptually converge in 2015. Starting from 2015,
scholars defined smart learning pedagogy using following five keywords: collaborative
learning, interactivity, seamless learning, resource-enriched, real-world/authentic. Later
scholars’ definitions of smart pedagogy were still closely related to the ideas raised in
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early scholars’ publications. Out of eight keywords found in the 2010 publications, five
were repeated in the later scholar’s publication in 2018.
In addition, the impact of government policy documents on this domain was very
minimal. This is not surprising since none of the documents outlined specific
pedagogy for smart learning. The only smart pedagogy concept included in the
government acronym was related to resource-enriched content, which is often considered as another independent element of smart learning rather than part of smart
pedagogy (Liu et al. 2017). Therefore, it is fair to conclude that Korean scholars’
discussion on smart pedagogy proceeded on its own; rich conceptual exploration
and consistency as well as discoursal robustness--as evidenced in the steady number of keywords remaining strong in later years--characterize this domain of the
smart learning discourse.

Smart learners discourse

Our chronological analysis on the smart learners discourse yielded a result contrasting
to the other two elements' paths of development. As shown in Fig. 5c, seven keywords
emerged as smart learner codes, all of them appearing during the first 2 years, prior to
the release of the government policy documents. Six keywords (self-directed, critical
thinking, problem solving, motivated, creativity, communication) surfaced in 2011 and
the last keyword, leadership, was first used in 2012. Despite this relatively robust start,
the scholarly discussion on smart learners rapidly declined over the subsequent 8 years,
especially around 2012. During the final 3 years, only one or two keywords sporadically
appeared in publications showing the significant lack of attention and dwindling discussion on this vital element. It is important to note that the 2012 government document
did present two smart learners keywords, motivated and self-directed. Yet, these did
not trigger discussion among Korean scholars about smart learners. Overall, Korean
scholars’ smart learners discourse shows a highly fragile status, which might reflect the
lack of attention given to learners and/or a broken conduit that should bring in a new
conceptualization on smart learners.

Discussion
The smart learning “mix” is ambiguous

Smart learning provides a vision of a futuristic education. Glancing upon the broader
discourse of smart learning, we observed that researchers have greatly attempted to
explain the ‘mix’ of what smart learning is. There is a large number of scholarly definitions available and each is deliberate to infuse one or more of the following ideas
on: (1) technology requirements and system features; (2) participants’ roles, behaviors,
and expectations; (3) pedagogical adaptations in instructional methods, content delivery, assessment, feedback, and learner support; (4) curricular goals. Not surprisingly,
Korean scholars’ smart learning discourse showed an intricate and complex relationship with the smart learning discourse carried out by the global and international
community. While these themes are commonly shared across both, they also show
that the discourse has not been centered on either one perspective of technology,
pedagogy, or learners. Definitions are mixed, with varying perspectives and conceptual ambiguity.
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Dominance of technology

The dominating influence of technology as the driving force for smart learning is
another common thread between the Korean scholars’ discussion and international
scholarly community. The discourse on the technology requirements (i.e., smart device,
mobile devices, advanced ICT, computers, sensors, cloud computing, Internet, wireless
networks, servers) and system features (i.e., intelligent, customized, adaptive, personalized, real-time/sensing, immersive, flexible, optimized, mobility, easy/convenient) that
surfaced among Korean definitions closely aligned to the features and technology
requirements identified by international scholars on smart learning environments over
the years (Hwang 2014; Kinshuk et al. 2016; Klimova and Simonova 2015; Koper 2014;
Raghunath et al. 2018; Tikhomirov et al. 2015; Yang et al. 2008; Zhu et al. 2011).
However, the international discourse includes a broader scope of system features and
requirements which Korean scholars have not yet identified such as context awareness,
device and data security, big data and learning analytics, interoperability, pervasiveness,
and self-directed guided systems that provide guidance, hints, and learning suggestions
to help learners achieve learning goals (Hwang 2014; Kinshuk et al. 2016; Raghunath
et al. 2018; Yang et al. 2008).
The ambiguity in defining smart learning environments as either a learning system or a
learning support system is also common to both the Korean and international discourse,
however, there are unique differences between the two. Our analysis shows that the
Korean discourse implies a support structure that is pedagogical and teacher-initiated,
while the international discourse suggests support structure that is more advanced and
system-led. For example, Pyo et al. (2016), from the Korean discourse, proposes the idea
of learning systems that can support collaboration and interaction between teachers
and students. In such systems, the support structure implied is simpler, pedagogical,
and teacher-led. On the other hand, Kinshuk et al. (2016) and Hwang (2014) from
the international discourse suggest systems that have supportive tools built-in that
can provide hints and learning suggestions, so learners are guided to do the right
thing, in the right way, at the right time, and the right place, based on their needs.
Systems that have “smart support” can adapt, sense, infer, learn, anticipate, and
self-organize based on student patterns of use (Uskov et al. 2015). Brusilovsky et al.
(2014) describes systems that can provide visualization tools, automatic assessment
tools, simulation tools, and problem-solving support tools. The influence of computing
theories from artificial intelligence, intelligent tutoring systems, and human-computer
interaction is more prominent in the international views of smart learning support
systems than in Korea.

Universal pedagogical concepts

The pedagogies that surfaced in this study (e.g., collaborative learning,
learner-centeredness, seamless learning, individualized learning, inclusive learning, authentic learning) among Korean scholars presented a rich discussion of instructional
methods for smart learning. Among the three elements of smart learning, pedagogies
were the least discussed element in government policy documents. This required
scholars to explore and identify pedagogical approaches that they believe would fit the
“mix” of smart learning.
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However, the list that surfaced in our study (Fig. 1) did not highlight any specific
“new” pedagogy unique to the Korean discourse that was not already existing in
the global discourse; pedagogical approaches among Korean scholars highly overlap with universal concepts of pedagogy. In fact, it seemed that Korean scholars
selectively imported a few concepts from the international smart learning community. For example, the idea of ‘seamless learning’ was consistently included in
Korean’s scholars’ discussion (e.g., Han et al. 2014; Jang 2014; Lim 2011). Seamless
learning, as a concept, is widely circulated in the international smart learning
scholarly community (e.g., Chiou et al. 2015; Kinshuk et al. 2016) and is related to
other pedagogies such as formal and informal learning, flipped classrooms, BYOD, differentiated instruction, authentic learning, collaborative learning, and social learning. A unique
lens from the international discourse proposed by Kinshuk et al. (2016) is to enable the
fusion of technology and pedagogy in smart learning environments. Perhaps this would then
call for more exploration, innovation, and creativity in the pedagogical concepts that fit the
“mix” of smart learning.

Unpacking smart learners further

The elements of smart learning are impossible without each other (Tikhomirov et al.
2015). However, with the strong dominance of technology seen in smart learning
trends, scholars have yet to deeply unpacked the element of the “smart learner.”
Scholars from both the Korean and international community have emphasized that
smart learning puts the learner at the center (Kwak 2010; Zhu et al. 2016) and that the
technology element is just a tool to: (1) help learners achieve greater outcomes
(Tikhomirov et al. 2015), (2) satisfy learners’ needs and goals (Klimova 2015) (3) help
learners acquire and develop skills that prepare them to live and work in the
twenty-first century (MEST and KERIS 2011), and (4) improve learning quality
(Duran-Sanchez et al. 2018). While these key ideas have been mentioned in the literature, the influence has not been strong enough to sway the perspective away from the
technology element. What has been widely discussed among scholars is the need for
twenty-first century learners with twenty-first century skills. Both Korean and international scholars share the overall goal of developing twenty-first century skill sets such
as collaboration, communication, critical thinking, and creativity. However, this is just
one of the four areas that need further exploration.

Limitations
Despite our careful planning and analysis, this study poses several limitations. Firstly,
the study analyzed texts written in two different languages, English and Korean, and
the issues of mistranslation and misinterpretation were inherently present throughout
the data collection and analysis process. Furthermore, varied academic practices, especially different citation and referencing conventions between Western and Korean
scholarly publications made it very challenging for us to neatly streamline the database.
We addressed this problem by establishing clear inclusion/exclusion criteria and
team-based decision making, yet we acknowledge that our sampling and screening
process might have missed or eliminated some scholarly publications that were critical
to understanding the conceptual development of smart learning in Korean context.
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Secondly, we would like to mention that our study was primarily a semantic analysis
of “smart learning” based on Korean scholarly publications. As a result, our analysis did
not properly examine the contextual and cultural aspects of the discourse despite the
fact that is reasonable to postulate that Korea’s unique cultural and educational context
must have shaped the scope and direction of the smart learning discourse in one way
or another. Based on this limitation, we strongly recommend future research closely
examine the linkage and dynamics between Korea’s cultural and educational context
and the conceptual evolvement of smart learning.

Implications
Our study offers important implications for various stakeholders, such as teacher practitioners, policy makers (e.g., government officials), and researchers involved in smart learning initiatives. South Korea’s smart learning framework encourages technology to be well
integrated into the student learning experience, which requires rethinking the pedagogical
workflow. Smart learning implementation is not possible without the strong participation
of teacher practitioners. In this light, we call for more active contributions from teacher
practitioners to test the validity, productivity, usability, and usefulness of smart learning
environments and the relevance of pedagogical approaches proposed by scholars.
As the smart learning discourse is dwindling, we suggest that policy makers find a new
way to rekindle the discussion. One possible strategy is proactively inviting the voices of
teachers to expand pedagogical concepts for smart learning. Teachers who have
day-to-day interactions with students, potentially “smart learners,” could lead rich discussions on conceptualizing how the fusion of smart learning environments and modern
pedagogies could help learners: identify learning goals, manage their learning process,
acquire skills and competencies for the twenty-first century, utilize learning systems
effectively and efficiently, and most importantly, achieve greater learning outcomes.
While it is ideal to consult technology experts for the development of advanced smart
learning systems, we recommend that teachers be included in these conversations to provide a more authentic view of the types of support students need, within the context of
where their learners are situated. Furthermore, we encourage researchers to critically
examine the existing three elements of smart learning (learning environments, pedagogies, and learners), and evaluate if another concept, such as “smart learning experience,”
can better serve as an overarching element to further develop the idea of smart learning
that is more effective, engaging, and exciting to the new generation of young students.
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